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Dear Friends,
You are receiving a material that itself reflects the main motto and name of a joint project involving
5 countries and 16 sport organisations in them, with support from the EU – Promotion and
encourAGement of recreatiONal team sports.
Not only official analyses and statistics, which monitor the fitness level of children and adolescents,
reflect alarming percentages of children who are over weight or obese, reducing numbers of
regularly exercising persons, a lack of interest in physical education in schools and low interest and
involvement of parents.
This of course also has social and economic consequences. Children are ill more often, become
socially withdrawn (the NEET group), lack joy in life and experience more virtual lives due to new
technology.
Team sports in general and handball as one of the most complex for movement as well as one of the least financially
demanding sports represent a way to return children to natural activity through collective games with shared experiences
within a team, in which everyone has their place.
The case study that preceded this guide attempted as much as possible to define the current situation. Therefore, we took a
cue from the experience of more than 70 teachers and coaches who work with this age group regularly, and the main results
of the questionnaire have also been reflected in this document.
If we consider the findings of the survey, for example that 90% of children have poor or only average levels of fitness level, 88%
of teachers and coaches are willing to include overweight children in their collectives, 68% are willing to include socially inactive
groups, 29% of all parents who directly influence children‘s continuation in sport and 95% of coaches and teachers are
interested in methodical support as a major opportunity, then the following pages should help the situation.
Handball is a sport that can be run on a massive level both in sport and exercise facilities and in outdoor courts and premises
of practically any dimensions. And there are no limits in that respect either. The limits are only in our heads.
We will be pleased if this guide helps you to shift these limits at least a bit.
RADEK BENDL
CZECH HANDBALL FEDERATION

The text that you are receiving in your hands is somewhat atypical. Its creation can be attributed to
the AGON international project and the effort to use handball as one of the movement activities,
which due to its attractiveness and inclusiveness can help improve the current unhealthy sitting life
style.
The publication focuses primarily on the second level of elementary school, but its use is much
broader. The submitted „Collection of Exercises“ is focused on individual andgroupskills with a ball
andsmall movement games. Ball skills are among the basic necessities of every handball player, and
they can be developed at a younger or older age, in various environments, individually and in groups
of different sizes and at different levels of difficulty. They are the alphabet of individual game-playing
skills, without which it would not be possible to learn to syllabify; for assessment of their mastering
or non-mastering, no referee is needed. Small movement games then develop competitiveness, team
cooperation and respect for rivals and provide a game experience, emotion and a fun time. They make it possible to try out
and apply acquired skills as tactical elements in practical game situations.
We are confident that exercises will be a welcome expansion and an inspiration for many coaches of young people. However,
we would be very glad if boys and girls learnt to use these exercises for development of their individual abilities independently,
without supervision and outside of organised coaching. A trainer and a club alone will not make you healthy or a great player.
You mainly have to want it yourselves!
So: enjoy movement and handball and play!
MICHAL BARDA
COACHES AND METHODS COMMISSION CHF
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1. INTRODUCTION TO HANDBALL
What trigger these words?
Joy – experience – suspense – adventure – fun ...
How do the words that lead to shaping personality character work?
FOR EXAMPLE:
COURAGE – RESPECT – RECOGNITION – HONESTY – TEAMWORK …
Have you noticed just as we have that development of thought includes,
For example:
Imagination – discovering new solutions – improving decision-making skills – creativity – improvisation
…
Do you agree that human health is linked with a good physical prowess?
And that is greatly improved by movement and training. If in a targeted manner you develop
strength, speed, endurance and agility, so not only will you form your body and improve your
condition, but you will also improve your health and joy from movement and from life.
All of this, but still much more, is offered and enabled for you by HANDBALL.
Not in the virtual world of computer games, but directly in the terrain – on the field, in the arena,
at the gym, and in addition to the actual team-mates and the real rivals. This is no or illusion – it‘s
truth, it‘s reality. It‘s handball...

HANDBALL

A MODERN
DYNAMIC
TEAM GAME
WITH A BALL

COMPLETE
AND
HARMONIOUS
DEVELOPMENT
OF BODY AND
MIND

ALLENCOMPASSIN
G
PREPARATION
OF AN
INDIVIDUAL
FOR LIFE

2. A COACH AS A TEACHER, ORGANISER AND MOTIVATOR
In each activity, including sport, and handball is not an exception, in order to achieve the best
possible results (we intentionally don‘t use the word „victory“ here) it is important that children or
those entrusted understood what they are doing, why they are doing it and how do they may
further improve and perfect themselves. And it‘s „work“ and the main responsibility of coach or
teacher is to be appropriately combine theoretical verbal activity (interpretation, explanation,
justification and also evaluation...), with practical activities, specifically training in handball itself.
One of the key activities of the trainer is planning and organising the training unit. This should be
not only thought of in relation to training objectives training or intention, but should involve what
the most common form of involvement of trainees in training, which is sport activity. Respect for
the ages children, selection of appropriate exercises and games, which are as close as possible to
METHODOLOCICAL HANDBOOK #3 I HANDBALL
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game situations, the variety of sport preparation and appropriate motivation are all among the
most important aspects, which positively influence young athletes and thereby increase their
performance.

3. ORGANISATION OF SPACE AND PLAYERS
The number of participants in training and their frequent involvement in sport activities can be
adjusted by dividing them into several groups. Similarly, we can adjust the practice area itself
(playground, gym) in several parts. More space can be used for example for small movement
games, relay, races, or for practising and perfecting game exercises. In smaller areas, which may
be beyond playing surface, there is an opportunity to practise various skills with or without the
ball, and you may practise perfect work with feet or carry out strengthening exercises, or various
supplies can be used in smaller areas (ladders, rims, cones, overballs, jumping ropes, etc.).
Division of the field into multiple premises makes it possible also to divide children or players into
multiple groups. This results in increased involvement of participants in the relevant activities and
also increases training effectiveness.
The border between the premises can be easily be delineated using cones, benches, jumping
ropes, various types of exercise supplies (crate/box, mats, etc.). In each such delineated area
either the same exercises can be carried out, or it is possible in each space to carry out other
exercises and after a specified period of time perform rotation replacement of individual groups
of players. This will achieve greater diversity of training, which when appropriate exercises are
selected will become much more enjoyable.
TWO AREAS

playing area

exercising area (court)

exercising area (out of court)
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THREE AREAS

FOUR AREAS

FIVE AREAS

playing area

exercising area (court)

exercising area (out of court)
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4. BALL
During training of a larger number of players it is essential and necessary to have a sufficient
number of suitable balls. The more often an athlete will have a ball available or will be in contact
with the ball, the greater the chance the player will have to learn how to control the ball (catch,
throw, dribble, etc.). The ball is a magical item for kids, which can fly, roll, or to be deflected in all
directions. For handball players, all skills with the ball and quality ball techniques are the basis of
the game itself.
Handball can be played using various types of balls. For beginners foam (soft) balls or rubber balls
are the most suitable.
The player will learn correct throwing technique (passes and shots) and other skills with the ball
only if the handball size corresponds to the size of his hand. In the beginning it is even
advantageous also to use smaller balls than the recommended size of official balls.
Unofficial size

Official size IHF size 1

Official size IHF size 2

Official size IHF size 3

Ball_0

Ball_1

Ball_2

Ball_3

diameter: 145 mm

circumference: 50–52
cm

circumference: 54–56
cm

circumference: 58–60
cm

weight: 150 g

weight: 290–330 g

weight: 325–375 g

weight: 425–475 g

girls and boys 0–10
years old

girls 8–14 years old,
boys 8–12 years old

girls (women) from age
14, boys 12–16 years
old

boys (men) from age
16

5. WHAT TO PRACTISE AND AT WHAT AGE
The physical and psychological development of children is taking place at different times at
different speeds, and the interesting thing about it is that it varies individually even among
children of the same age. Basic exercise habits and coordination, which are based on the primitive
(congenital) reflexes, are established almost immediately after birth. The central nervous system,
which influences the ability and quality of movement, achieves significant development already
around the ages of 10–12.
In the course of development children go through rapid growth periods (in particular in height)
and slow growth (increase in volume). The most pronounced and the most obvious growth period
(up to height and volume) is the puberty period. In this period (puberty), fitness for training,
coordination and endurance are the least effective. About a year after onset puberty, increased
growth in strength occurs. At the ages of 10 to 12 years old, children are already physically able
to learn new technical skills and mentally capable and able to understand and develop tactical
elements. Girls generally achieve maturity earlier than boys.
Based on what has been stated above, we consider it favourable for individual handball activities
and skills to be practised and perfected gradually in certain stages:
1st to 3rd grade (ages 6–8)

○ various games with a ball,
○ holding the ball,
○ controlling the ball,
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○
○
○
○
○

throwing,
catching,
shooting,
man-to-man defence,
skill, body balance and position perception.

4th to 5th grade (ages 9–10)

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

various games with a ball,
controlling the ball (holding, throwing, catching,
dribbling),
passes and faking,
solving situation 2 against 1,
taking the correct position,
cooperation in zone defence,
shooting,
skills with the ball,
footwork.

6th to 7th grade (ages 11–12)

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

controlling the ball (passes, faking, dribbling),
shooting,
faking and solving situation 1 against 1,
solving situation 2 against 1 and 3 against 2,
cooperation with team-mates in oﬀence and
defence,
counter-attack and fast break by a group of
players,
overtaking an opponent, stealing the ball,
footwork and speed development.

8th to 9th grade (ages 13–14/15)

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

perfecting activities with the ball (passes, faking, action 1 against 1),
shooting technique (various types),
individual technical and tactical habits in diﬀerent attack,
functions,
fast break,
overtaking an opponent, stealing the ball, blocking shots,
position and cooperation in defence,
tactical initiative in defence,
development of speed and dynamics.

6. TECHNIQUE BASICS
6.1. Offence technique basics

○
○
○
○

holding the ball,
catching,
passing,
shooting.
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The basic skills in handball include control of the ball, particularly catching and passing. During
the game itself, the players get into the various situations in which they need to catch the ball
safely. And not only when standing, but more often during movement at different fast running
speeds and sometimes even at a height, but in most cases under a rival‘s pressure.
Very often a player can see and follow the ball before catching it only for a very short period of
time.
In the chapter „Ball“ we mentioned that „the right throwing technique (passes and shooting) will
be learnt by a player only if the size of the ball corresponds to the size of his hand.“ In no case is
it appropriate to use a larger ball.
Holding the ball:
Holding the ball in one hand is the most
common way of holding the ball in handball.
Players use it during all types of throwing,
based on the rules (throw-off, throw-in,
goalkeeper throw), during passes to teammates at various distances, when releasing the
ball held around the defence player and
during shooting. So that the player can keep
the ball correctly in the fingers of one hand, it
is necessary to have a ball of an appropriate
1
2
size (or a smaller one). This is the only way to
ensure that the players will hold and grip the ball with their fingers. This is the key to success
in activities requiring players to hold the ball in one hand. In particular, in all throws (passing,
shooting) players will be able to complete the throw of the ball via wrist motion. (Fig. 1–2)
Note: In the opposite case, when using a larger ball that the player cannot keep in the fingers of one
hand, the ball will be held by the player either by both hands or sitting in the palm of the hand. In
both of these situations the player‘s specified activities with the ball (throw, release, shooting) will be
carried out technically incorrectly.
Catching the ball:
For beginners and smaller children we prefer catching the ball with both hands. This method is
the safest for catching the ball. Palms and outstretched fingers create their own „bowl“ shape. If
a ball travels above waist level, we use the technique of highcatching the ball in both hands, during
which the thumbs of both hands are directed toward each other and are lower than the other
fingers. Hands receive the ball most of the time in front of the body, and then they push it towards
the body. When catching a low-flying ball, the bowl turns and its bottom is formed by both little
fingers. In this lower-catching method involving catching with both hands, both little fingers are
the lowest of the player‘s fingers.
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For more advanced handball players or when practising catching smaller balls, we can use only
one hand. Catching the ball in one hand is not as safe as catching with both hands, but it can be
used, for example, in a situation when a ball travels relatively far away from the body and when
the player catching it with both hands cannot reach it. In any case, it should be emphasised that
catching a ball with one hand requires certain skills in addition to strong fingers. (Fig. 3–5)

3

4

5

Ball passing:
It is really extremely important for the players to
have learnt correct basic techniques in ball
throwing (passing and shooting) already at the
very beginning. If the trainers or teachers are not
consistent, do not ensure that passing and
shooting are done correctly, do not correct the
trainees‘ technique or overlook the details of
proper technique, there will be two basic
complications. First of all, players with an incorrect
throwing technique at a later time will find it very
6
7
difficult handle to master more demanding
shooting methods. Second, reteaching a player with bad habits to use a proper technique will
take much more time, effort and energy, which can be used in handball training much more
effectively and purposefully than „reteaching“. (Fig. 6–7)
Key elements of the basic throwing method, which are used both for passing and shooting:

○
○
○
○
○
○

the arm with the ball is placed high, and the the elbow is above the shoulders (the angle
between the forearm and upper arm must be greater than 90 degrees),
swing is carried by moving the arm with the ball backward,
the leg opposite from the hand is always in the front (if you throw with your right hand,
have your left hand in front, and if you throw with your left hand, have your right hand in
front),
during the throw itself, the arm is directed forward and the throw is finished with an
outstretched hand,
the final movement of the wrists and fingers speed up throwing of the ball and acts as a
catalyst,
the force of the ball throw is increased by body rotation and accompanying body
movement in the direction of the ball throw.

These aspects are important for passes:

○
○
○
○
○

select the correct (free) team-mate,
pass to the team-mate at the right moment,
give the pass an appropriate speed,
choose best passing method (directly, bounced pass, lob pass…),
direct the pass to the team-mate as far as possible up to the height of the chest.
METHODOLOCICAL HANDBOOK #3 I HANDBALL
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Shooting:
The difference between passing and shooting is mainly in the speed of throwing and the direction
of flight of the ball. For passes it is important:

○
○

to throw the ball quickly, so that a team-mate can catch it,
direct the ball as close as possible to the team-mate.

The opposite is true for shooting. The faster the ball flies into goal area and the further from the
goalkeeper, the greater the probability of scoring a goal will be.
Important individual activities of an offence player:

○
○
○
○
○
○

monitor and observe the ball, team-mates and opponents,
release for a pass,
catch the ball and pass it to team-mates,
faking of opponent and release around the opponent (without or even with a ball),
create a shooting opportunity,
shoot.

6.2. Defence technique basics
In the basic position of the defender, both feet are always in contact with the ground and feet are
distant from one another more than the shoulder width, which is important for stability of the
defender. The slight shrug of the feet in the knees together with an equally balanced position will
facilitate defender‘s movement in different directions. The arms are raised, the elbows are bent,
and fingers are outstretched.
For high-quality defence activity there is mainly a need for quick foot movement with the quickest
possible reaction, start and taking off. These activities will be carried out much better by the
defender if he has his legs slightly bent and if during movement itself he carries out short and
quick steps, as low above the ground as possible. It is important not to cross the legs when moving
to sides!
During defence activities, arm work is also very important. In a whole range of defensive
interventions, such as stealing the ball, catching the ball, blocking, contact with an offence player,
the use of the arms is necessary and will help the defence player master his defence tasks. (Fig.
8–11)

8

9

10

11

Key elements of the defence player‘s actions:

○
○
○
○
○

slightly bent legs,
stability,
movement using short and quick steps (avoid jumps and crossing legs),
arm work,
reinforced body and raised head.
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When defending an offence player with the ball, who is trying to release around the defence
player or who wants to shoot, arm work becomes even more important. Contact only with bent
arms (not stretched arms) must always be in accordance with the rules and must always be
carried out only with reasonable force.
If the player with the ball is right-handed, the defence player will get to the sagittal position with
his left leg in front, to which his body weight will be transferred. At the same time it is the defence
player‘s responsibility to attach his left hand to the forearm of the offence player‘s right arm with
the ball and to place his right hand on the left side on the offence player‘s left side.
If the offence player is left-handed, the defence player will carry out his defensive moves in a
mirror – his body weight is again on the leg, which is in a sagittal position at the front (right foot),
with the right hand on the forearm of the left hand of the player with the ball and the defence
player‘s left hand on the offence player‘s right side.
Important individual activities of a defence player:

○
○
○
○

follow ball and the offence players‘ activities,
prevent offence players from creating an advantageous shooting situation,
interfere with the opponent‘s passes and his shooting attempts,
overtake the offence players.

Note: the defence player‘s priority is to get the ball!!!

6.3. Goalkeeping basics
One player on the field can always perform the function of a goalkeeper: he may move even in
his own goal area and even touch the ball using his legs during defence of the goal post. The
goalkeeper has a different coloured uniform, so that his role is clear to all players. During the
opposing team member‘s play, the goalkeeper must constantly monitor the ball and try to stop it
from hitting the goal by catching or deflecting it. For shots from greater distance, the goalkeeper
catches the ball after observing it, and for shots from a shorter distance he attempts with his body
to fill the entire free space of the goal area to block the offence player‘s shot. Therefore, the
goalkeeper must not be afraid to have contact even with a sharply shot ball.
In fact it does not matter how the goalkeeper moves in the goal area, if it will stop most balls
aimed at his goal post. In doing so he can stand, run, jump or fall. But it is advantageous, if the
goalkeeper can handle large numbers of different movements safely, to ensure that the offence
player cannot easily predict the goalkeeper‘s movements.
Important individual activities of the goalkeeper:
1. to monitor the activities of offence players and mainly the player with the ball,
2. to monitor the positions of his own defence players and manage them so that they take the
best positions,
3. to change his own position in the goal, so that the goalkeeper is always in the centre of the
shot angle (meaning in the middle of the connectors between the ball and both goal rods).
Attention: for the goalkeeper the position of the ball in the shooting hand is always decisive,
not the offence player‘s body!!!
4. to constantly monitor the movements of the ball and to anticipate the shooter‘s actions and
the movements of his hands,
5. to catch or deflect the shot ball with all body parts (hands, legs, body and head),
6. a team consists of a selected number of players. The playing field has only four players in the
field and a goalkeeper. The minimum number of players in a team is 5 (4 + 1) and the most is
10. For a larger number of players it is advantageous to create another team. Boys and girls
METHODOLOCICAL HANDBOOK #3 I HANDBALL
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can play together. The goalkeeper may not have clothes that differ from those of his teammates in the field. He can regularly get involved in offence playing for his team, in order to
help an available player.

7. COMPETITIONS NOT ONLY FOR SCHOOLS
In this chapter, we will focus on it, how it fun (through handball) can be spiced up even more for
children, athletes and players. There are several ways that your participants can try out their skills,
which are being developed and perfected through most often under your leadership in training
sessions or in school lessons and to try out their skills against their competitors from another
group, team, school or club. The Czech Handball Federation (CHF) carries out this role at several
levels.
A big project intended for the youngest participants is the Handball for Everyone project. This
project includes more than 80 school leagues throughout the Czech Republic. The school league
is a competition in mini handball in at least three elementary schools, which always establish at
least two teams. One team is mostly in the category of 1st to 3rd grade, and the second is in the
category of 4th to 5th grade. At least 4 times per year, all teams meet and play a tournament in
their category using the everyone with everyone system. In this category results are not
significant, but joy of children from the game. This whole project has its own website – „Play mini
handball“ (schoolnet.chf.cz) on which pupils, teachers or trainers may disclose information for their
school league.
The press inkwell is one of the oldest competitions for youth all sport disciplines in this country
and is held in cooperation with the Association of School Sport Clubs (AŠSK). It is intended for a
category of younger pupils, specifically pupils from 5th to 7th grade. This is again a competition
of school teams, now already in classic handball 6 + 1, which has a multi-level character. Teams
gradually compete in county and regional rounds. Only the best then measure their abilities in
the nationwide finals.
Sports league is another degree school competition, which is organised by AŠSK. It is intended
for school teams in a category of older students, from 7th to 9th grade. Like the press inkwell, this
is a gradual competition, which culminates with the nationwide final involving the six best teams.
Last level of school competitions competitions involves secondary schools. Secondary school
teams compete for the opportunity to advance to the world championship of secondary schools,
held by the International School Sport Federation (ISF). CHF organises not only competition for
the school teams, but also club competitions. An important project is the handball decathlon,
which is intended for a category of younger pupils. This is a competition with different kinds of
teams in ten disciplines, where the outcome is not only decided by the collective‘s performance,
but also by each individual‘s. The disciplines reveal not only the young players‘ skills, but also their
speed, expertise and other various sport abilities.

8. RULES OF MINI HANDBALL (4 + 1)
Every sport game has its rules, which define the progression of the game itself, along with the
space, time, number of players involved in the game, etc. The official version of the rules for
handball has been published by the International Handball Federation. For athletes of a younger
age and for pupils in schools we can use the rules in a simplified form. The intent of this rule
adjustment is to make it possible to play handball with children in a smaller space, to allow young
players the most frequent contact with the ball and thanks to this to provide them as much as
possible with experiences from the game itself.
METHODOLOCICAL HANDBOOK #3 I HANDBALL
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1. Playing court
The playing court has dimensions 16 × 20 metres. Depending on the size of the gym, adjustments
to field size are possible, but the field should not be narrower than 13 metres. If it is smaller, we
can reduce the number of players on the field. Where appropriate we can play with no outs and
the use the walls of the gym as mantinels.
2. Goal area
For goal areas, we can use lines marked in the gym; it does not matter whether they are radial or
straight lines. The goal area lines must also be run equally parallel to the goal line at a distance of
five metres from it along the entire width of the playing area. Depending on the maturity of the
players, the goal may be moved forward or back from the goal areas lines. Only the goalkeeper is
permitted inside the goal area, and no other player may enter it.
3. Goal
The goal for handball 4 + 1 should have dimensions of 240 × 170 cm. Of course it is possible to
use smaller or larger goals. Another option is to draw the goal on the wall, or to place a mattress
on the wall, or anything else that children will be able to hit safely. It is possible to use goals of
smaller dimensions.
4. Playing time
Playing time is 2 × 10 minutes with a five-minute break. Upon request, it is possible to play for a
shorter or longer time, depending on the conditions, number of teams, etc.
5. Ball
The official ball is a rubber ball of the “Molten” brand (www.molten.cz) or a ball intended for
handball 4 + 1 with dimensions (circumference) of 46–50 cm.
6. Team
A team consists of a selected number of players. The playing field has only four players in the field
and a goalkeeper. The minimum number of players in a team is 5 (4 + 1) and the most is 10. For
a larger number of players it is advantageous to create another team. Boys and girls can play
together. The goalkeeper may not have clothes that differ from those of his team-mates in the
field. He can regularly get involved in offence playing for his team, in order to help an available
player.
7. Playing with the ball
Only single dribbling is permitted, and the player with a ball may during movement bounce the
ball on the ground only once. A player is only allowed three steps with the ball. If, however, he will
use single dribbling, he can carry out a maximum of six steps.
Note: With lower aged children with weaker game skills, it is recommended that certain lenience be
applied when assessing games with a ball both with multiple dribbling and also the number of steps
with the ball. If we were absolutely consistent in their assessment, children would almost never play.
But at the same time, we must always remind children of the correct interpretation of the rules.
8. Behaviour towards an opponent
A regular foul committed with the intention to get the ball or stop an opponent shall be assessed
with a free throw with the ball by the team that was victimised by the foul. Other serious fouls
committed with the intention to stop a player mainly during a shot are punished with a penalty
throw from the goal area line. Unsportsmanlike conduct is punishable by suspension of the
player. The player must then be immediately replaced by a team-mate and may come back into
the game no sooner than after one minute. For mistakes in playing with the ball (e.g. violation of
rule regarding steps) a free throw from the infraction location will follow.
9. Carrying out of throws
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In any play involving the ball, the players of the team competing with the player holding the ball
must remain at a distance of at least two metres away. In the event that there has been a breach
of the rules on the and by the goal area lines, there will be a snap free throw approximately two
metres from that line. Other free throws are carried out from the infraction line. The player must
not play while walking or running, but may only stand. The penalty throw shall be carried out from
the goal area line to the opponent‘s goal.
10. Goal achievement
A goal shall be recognised, if ball is entirely behind the goal line.

9. WARMING-UP AS A BASIS
Training should always be included in the first stage, and the organism should be sufficiently
warmed up, and the respiratory and circulatory systems should be prepared for further activity.
Through gradual and gradually increasing sport activity, we will focus on perception and
concentration, we will led blood rush to our muscles and we will eliminate muscle stiffness, which
often can cause muscle injury if the training is started without warm-up exercises.
Even with the knowledge that it is a fun element, we do not consider it appropriate to include
various forms of chases in the basic part of the exercises. In most cases they do not meet aspect
of gradually increasing intensity of movement from very mild to moderate intensity. Why? How
does the most common typical chase appear? Sprint – a very high intensity of burdening the entire
organism at the moment when someone chases someone and subsequent static standing up at
the moments when the exercising individual is outside of the action and attention of the „chaser“.
Even exercising individuals of a younger age can be prepared such movement exercises and
activities, which will ensure sufficient warming up of the organism and will not be stereotypical
(e.g. simple obstacle courses). In
the second part of the warmingup it is appropriate and
beneficial to select stretching
exercises with a dynamic
character. Therefore, static
stretching, which is often carried
out during this stage of
exercising, will not be carried
out at all, but instead dynamic
exercises and in certain cases
also swinging exercises. The
second phase of warming-up
should last around five minutes.
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10. SMALL MOVEMENT GAMES
These do not serve only as an appropriate background and custom preparation for handball when
they help develop the required skills with the ball (throwing, catching, ...), but minor movement
games also improve balance, coordination, space-time perception and perception of other people
involved in the game (team-mates, rivals, ... ).
The selection of the game must mainly be consistent with the players‘ physical and mental
maturity. In the case of smaller children, games with simpler rules should prevail, with shorter
intervals of movement activities and without direct „duels“ (contacts) between players. For older
children and youth, on the contrary, it is suitable not only to place greater demands on movement
skills, but also to prefer games also requiring certain tactical behaviour.
In general, these two recommendations can be followed:

○

the older the game participants are, the more demanding and more complex the content
is that they are able to endure and understand,

○

too high, or on the other hand insufficient demands on players significantly reduces the
motivation and often leads to failure when games are played.

We can include moving games into training relatively often. It is appropriate to use both tried and
tested games, to which we like returning, because they are favourites among players, as well as
to include games that are new and unknown for players. They may represent a new challenge for
participants and for the coach or teacher with a certain test that indicates how individual players
are able to learn quickly both new elements as well as tactical thinking.
During the actual implementation of a game, the coach, teacher or leader should take the
following approach:

○

familiarise players with the name of the movement game, the rules and how it is played.
Verbal interpretation and explanation is to be brief, clear and concise and if appropriate,
may be supplemented by a demonstration,

○
○

divide participants into teams and announce how the game will be started and finished,

○
○

after the game is over announce the results and the winner and team ranking,

start the game, and interfere with its course, and interrupt the game only if there are
serious errors, which jeopardise its proper course,
briefly evaluate the course of the game and explain or clarify problematic phases.

10.1. Relays and racing
These make it possible to perfect adoption of skills quickly as well as with accuracy. A certain
advantage is that for the proper execution of relays and races, overtaking rivals‘ activities is not
carried out. This means that all the participants compete in ball control at the same time or in
succession (relays) under conditions that are identical for all.

10.2. Training games
The magic and the attraction of training games can be characterised by, among other things, the
fact that the course of the game influences the direct activity of the rival, who is trying to prevent
achievement of objectives in a manner allowed by the rules. This places increased demands on
each game participant, in particular because it is necessary to evaluate the current play situation
and find an appropriate solution. The ever-changing play situations create new responsibilities
for players both in ball control in their actual performance.
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11. PRACTICE SHOTS IN SMALL SPACES USING TWO GOALS
In handball the offence players‘ objective is to score a goal, or achieve more goals than the
opponents.
Shooting exercises are an important part of training in handball not only because the success of
shots it is one of the key aspects decisive for determining victory in the match, but also because
the exercises for practising and perfecting shooting include a certain motivational charge, and
players almost immediately finds out whether they have been successful in activities and whether
or not they will score goals.
With the knowledge that a large dimensional sports hall is not always available for training and in
an effort to get the players most often involved in exercises, we consider it advantageous to
increase the intensity of shooting exercises in small spaces by adjusting goals position.

Exercise 1
The players are divided into three groups. In
groups A and B, each player has a ball. The players
in group C carry out certain consecutive footwork
exercises (on a ladder). Player A, after passing to
first player C, moves to the direction of the goal,
catches the ball after return pass from player C
and shoots. The same is carried out by the first
player of group B, who passes to another player
from group C. After shooting, the players line up at
the end of their groups. Following a set period,
there will be a rotating exchange of players in the
groups.
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Exercise 2
The players are divided into four groups. The
players in groups A and D have the balls. The first
player from group A passes a ball to player B and
makes sharp changes in the direction around the
marked bases. Player B, after catching the ball,
carries out the assigned footwork exercises in the
ladder, and watching team-mate A. As soon as he
sees him by the last cone, he passes the ball to him
and lines up in the opposite group A. Player A after
shooting relocates to group B. The exercise, which
will be carried out in the same manner by players
from groups C and D, can be carried out at the
same time at both goals.
Exercise 3
The players divided into four groups form pairs, and
the players in the edge groups (A, D) have the balls.
The player with the ball from group A moves to the
middle of the playing court between two bases and
passes to a team-mate from group B, who also
moves to the middle of the playing court . Player B,
after catching the ball, changes the direction of his
movement and passes the ball back to team-mate A,
who after the pass has also changed the direction of
movement towards the side line. The exercise,
which is carried out in the same manner by players
from groups C and D, can be carried out at the same
time at both goals.
Exercise 4
The players divided into four groups form pairs, and
the players in the edge groups (A, D) have the balls.
The player with the ball from group A moves to the
left towards the side line and passes to a team-mate
from group B, who also moves to the middle of the
playing court. He, after catching the ball, changes
the direction of movement, moves in the direction
between the two bases and passes the ball to teammate A, who has also changed direction and moves
to the middle of the playing court. There the players
carry out crossing with passing, followed by a shot.
The players from groups C and D carry out this
exercise in the same manner, which can be carried
out at the same time at both goals.
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Exercise 5
The players are divided into three groups. All players
in groups A and B have the balls. The first player from
group B passes to the first player from group C. Then
he moves to the middle of the playing court and after
catching the ball from player A shoots at the goal in
the left part of the playing court (I.). Player A, after
passing, moves also in the middle of the playing court,
and after catching the ball from player C shoots for
the goal in the left part of the playing court (II.). The
players change groups in a cycle as shown on the
diagram.
Exercise 6
The players are divided into three groups. All players
in groups A and B have the balls, except for the first
player in group B, who does not have a ball. That
player moves in the direction towards the middle of
the playing court, and after catching the ball from
player A passes the ball to the first player from group
C, who shoots (I.) and lines up at the end of his group.
Player A, after passing the ball to player B, moves to
the middle of the playing court. There, after catching
the ball from the second player in group B, he passes
it to another player from group C, who shoots (II.).
Players A and B change their groups after finishing the
action.
Exercise 7
The players are divided into six groups. The first player
from group C runs towards the base and catches the
ball from player A. After passing, he moves to the
middle of the playing court, and there, after catching
the ball from player B, he carries out crossing with a
pass back to player B, who shoots (I.). After that
activity, player A changes direction and moves
towards the side line. During movement, he catches
the ball from player C, with whom he carries out
crossing with a return pass. Player C ends the action
of the trio of players by shooting (II.). All the players
return to their groups after completing all of their
tasks. In the second half of the playing court, the
players from groups D, E and F carry out this exercise
in the same manner, which can be carried out at the
same time at both goals.
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Exercise 8
The players are divided into six groups. All players in
groups A, C, D and F have the balls. The first player
from group A after passing to the first player in group
B moves to the middle of the playing court. While
running he catches the ball from player C and changes
direction to outside of the playing court, where he
carries out crossing with player C, to whom he passes.
Player C, after crossing with player A, shoots (I.). Player
A makes a repeated run to the middle of the playing
court, and after catching the ball from player B he
shoots. (II.). The players from group B, after catching
the ball from player A, carry out repeated jumps with
the ball to the sides over the cones and at the right
moment pass the ball to player A. After the activity
ends, all players return to their groups. The players
from groups D, E and F carry out the exercises in the
same manner.

12. SET OF EXERCISES
12.1. Individual
Exercises for throwing, catching and handling with one ball

○

While standing, hold the ball in the palm
of your right hand in front of your body.
Quickly moving your palm down, get the
ball to the back of your hand and then
immediately return your hand to its
original position without the ball falling
onto the ground and with it staying in
your palm. Do the same with your left
hand. (Fig. 12–13)

12

○

13

While standing put the ball on the back of your right hand and start making various changes
of body position. For example, sit up, get down on one knee sit back on heels, sit with stretched
legs, lie down on your back, lie on your belly and/or make various jumps or leaps without the
ball falling onto the ground from the back of your hand. Do the same with your left hand. (Fig.
14–16)
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14

○

15

Pass the ball from your right hand to your left hand in front of your body and from the left
hand to the right hand behind your body. Do the same in the opposite direction. (Fig. 17–18)

17

○

16

18

In a moderate stride, hold the ball with one hand. Bend your arm at the elbow so that the ball
is placed between your shoulder blades. There pass the ball to the other hand. If you cannot
reach behind your back and get the ball, let it slide along your back. (Fig. 19–23)

19
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21

○

22

23

While standing and bending over, pass the„eight“ ball from your right hand to your left hand
in both directions. (Fig. 24–25)

24

○

25

In moderate stride, hold the ball with both hands behind your back. Make a deep bend
forward and let the ball slide on your back and over your head. Catch the ball before it touches
the ground. (Fig. 26–28)

26

○

27

28

Hold the ball with both hands in front of your head. Make a rapid clap over ball and catch
the falling ball before it reaches the ground. (Fig. 29–31)
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29

30

31

○

Do the same exercises as in the previous point, but with a greater number of quick claps
either in front of the body or behind the body, or you can do a combination of clapping in
front of and behind the body.

○

Throw the ball with both hands at the bottom up to 3–4 m and catch it in your hands: (Fig.
32–33)

○ with both hands,
○ with one hand (alternate the hand that catches the ball).

32

○

In a moderate stride, lift up one arm with the ball in its palm. Throw and catch the ball (Fig.
34–37)

○
○
○
○

○

33

into your raised hand,
into your lowered hand,
into your other hand,
before catching the ball, clap with both hands behind your back.

Do the same exercise as in the previous point, just change the body position and do the
exercise in sitting position, crouched or knelt.
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34

○

36

37

Throw the ball up with one or both hands, do a sit-up while touching the ground with both
hands and catch the ball again while standing, without it landing on the ground. (Fig. 38–
41)

38

○

35

39

40

41

Do the same exercise, but instead of a sit-up:
kneel on one knee,
sit back on your heels,
sit with stretched legs,
lie down on your back,
lie down on your belly,
turn 360 degrees,
roll forward (backward),
do a volleyball „crib“ backward.
Do an exercise similar to the one in the previous point in the opposite manner by changing
the starting position. Throw the ball freely upright from a crouching position, from a knelt
position, from a lying position, and in each case use your leg and get the ball again into the
original position (sit-up, kneel, lying).

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

○

○

Throw the ball upright under your leg and after putting your legs together catch it with one or
both hands.

○

In moderate stride, hold the ball with both hands behind your back. Throw the ball upright
and after turning 180 degrees catch it without it landing on the ground.
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○

In moderate stride, hold the ball with both hands behind your back. By putting your hands
together, throw the ball up over your head and forward, so that you catch it without moving
from the position with both hands in front of your body before the ball can hit the ground.
(Fig. 42–44)

42

43

44

○

Do an exercise similar to the one in the previous point, but before catching the ball carry out
an assigned task, such as quickly clapping in front of or behind your back, doing a sit-up and
touching the ground with both palms and kneeling on one knee.

○

In moderate stride, hold the ball with both hands in front of your body. Throw the ball over
your head and catch it in your hands behind your body.

○

Do the same exercise as in the previous point, but catch the ball behind the body in one hand.
Regularly alternate the hand that you use to catch the ball.

○

In moderate stride, hold the ball with your right hand behind your back. Throw the ball over
the left shoulder forward so that you catch it without movement from the place with one or
both hands in front of your body (do the same with the left hand).

○

Do the same exercise as in the previous point while walking or running, and always catch the
ball into the opposite hand from the one you threw it from.

○

In moderate stride, hold the ball with both hands in front of your body. Make deep bend over
and put your hands with the ball between your legs. Throw the ball above yourself so that you
catch it while standing with one or both hands before it can hit the ground.

○

In moderate stride, hold the ball with both hands. Make deep dip and drop your ball behind
your back. With a quick and deep bend forward, catch the ball with both hands in the back
behind your legs put together.

○

In moderate stride, hold the ball with both hands in front of your body. By lowering your wrist
down drop the ball on the ground so that it bounced back between your ankles. After catching
the ball with both hands from behind, throw the ball down between your ankles so that you
catch it with both hands in front of your body.

○

Do the same exercise, but after catching the ball with both hands behind your back, toss the
ball up over your head and forward, so that you catch it without moving from the position with
both hands in front of your body before the ball can hit the ground.

○

Do the same exercise as in the previous point, but in the opposite direction. Swing the ball
arched over your head from front to back and after catching the ball with both hands behind
your back with a a bounce from the ground between the legs from back to front catch the ball
in front of your body.
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○

In moderate stride, hold the ball with both hands in front of your body. By lowering your wrist
down drop the ball on the ground so that it bounced back between your ankles. After the ball
strikes the ground, do a bunny flip 180 degrees and catch the ball again with both hands in
front of your body.

○

In moderate stride, hold the ball with both hands. Make deep dip, and while bending your
wrists throw the ball to the ground, so that it is bounces forward between the legs. Catch the
ball in front of the body with one or both hands. (Fig. 45–46)

45

○

46

In moderate stride with the ball in your palm, toss and with stretched arms re-toss the ball in
an arch above your head from right to left and back again. (Fig. 47–49)

47

○

48

49

While squatting, through the ball
between the legs just above the
ground from front to back and then
back again in the other direction.
Your arms will move outside of your
legs. (Fig. 50–51)

50
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○

Standing and bending forward, hold the ball between your ankles so that the right hand
holds the ball in front of the body and the left hand holds it behind the body. Throw the
ball slightly up and before its impact change the position of the arms so when you catch it
you hold it between the legs again, but this time with the left hand in front of the body and
the right hand behind the body. (Fig. 52–53)

52

○

While lying on your back, throw the ball by lifting both arms straight up, sit down and then
lie down on your back and catch the ball before it can land on the ground. (Fig. 54–56)

54

○

53

56

55

Do the same exercise as in the previous point, but after tossing the ball:

○ lie down on your belly,
○ rotate around its own axis of 360 degrees.

○

While sitting on the ground throw the ball with one or both hands up, stand up and then
after sitting again catch the ball before it can hit the ground.

○

Do the same exercise as in the previous point, but after tossing the ball:

○ lie down on your belly,
○ lie down on your back with your feet behind your head.

○

While lying on your back, throw the ball by lifting both arms straight up, sit down and then
lie down on your stomach and after turning onto your back catch the ball before it can land
on the ground.

○

Throw the ball up diagonally and forward to a distance of two to three metres, run to the
place where the ball is about to hit and catch it after reflection as low above the ground as
possible.
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○

Do the same exercise as in the previous point, but throw the ball:

○
○
○
○

from a crouched position,
from a knelt position,
from an upright sitting position,
from a lying position.

○

Throw the ball up above yourself and after its reflection from one or both legs catch it with
your stretched hands as high above the ground as possible.

○

Throw the ball upright with one hand. When the ball hits the ground, do a bunny jump
forward over the ball and after landing following the jump turn around 180 degrees quickly
and catch the ball before it can land on the ground again.

Exercises for dribbling

○

Hold the ball with both hands in front of your body. Bounce the ball on the ground, turn
to the ground with your right hand and after the ball bounces back catch it and work with
it so that it stays resting on the back of your right hand. Do the same with your left hand.

○

Hold the ball in front of the body with one or both hands. Bounce the ball on the ground,
turn around 360 degrees and catch the ball before it can hit the ground again.

○

Dribble the ball on the ground with your right hand in place continuously. Do the same
with your left hand.

○

Dribble in place with your right hand and while bending forward slowly gradually reduce
the dribbling and in the same way return to your starting position. Do the same with your
left hand.

○

Dribble with your right hand and slowly at the same time turn around on the spot. Do the
same with your left hand.

○

Dribble on the spot with one hand and regularly switch hands (after about 5 bounces)
without interruption.

○

Dribble in place with the right hand and from a standing position gradually switch to a
crouching one, then a kneeling one, a sitting one and a lying one before returning to the
initial position. Do the entire exercise without interrupting dribbling. Do the same exercise
while dribbling with your left hand.

○

Dribble in place diagonally next to your body with your right hand. One of the bounces of
the ball on the ground should be done under your left leg positioned forward. Then
continue dribbling with your left hand. Do the same in the opposite way.

○

Start to dribble with your right hand and then on the spot gradually turn to the left. After
making a complete 360-degree turn without interruption continue dribbling with your left
hand rotating it right. During the exercises, you can also change the height of dribbling.

○

Dribble in place in a wider stride. Bend forward and dribble “in sets of eight” without
interruption between your legs, switching between your right and left hands.
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○

Dribble in place. Do one of the bounces of the ball on the ground harder, so that the ball
is deflected higher, and at that moment do one of the following exercises:

○
○
○
○
○
○

sit-up touching both hands to the ground,
kneel on one knee,
sit back on your heels,
sit with stretched legs,
lie down on your stomach (back),
roll and continue dribbling.

○

Dribble and slowly walk forward.

○

Do the same exercise and regularly switch between your right and left hands. You can also
add walking backward.

○

Alternate dribbling in place and gradually walk forward.

○

Do the same exercise, but when dribbling in place quickly turn the ball around 360 degrees
and continue walking. Don‘t forget take turns between your right and left hand.

○

While sitting slightly crouched, dribble with your right hand beside your right leg. Raise
your right leg and underneath it dribble the ball forward into the space between your legs,
then lift your left leg and underneath it switch to dribbling with your left hand next to your
left leg.

○

Do the same exercise, but lift both legs at the same time and dribble the ball below them,
alternating from right to left and left to right.

○

Sit slightly crouched and place the ball on the ground on the outside of your right leg. With
repeated quick and energetic hits with the right hand, start dribbling the ball. Do the same
exercise with your left hand.

12.2. Pair
Exercises for dribbling

○

A pair of players stand facing each other at a distance of 3–5 metres. The player without
the ball shows numbers from one to 5 on his fingers. The player with the ball does on the
spot dribbling with one hand and with the fingers of the other hand repeats the numbers
signalled by the player without the ball. (Fig. 57–58)

57
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59

60
Do the same exercise as in the previous point, but player without ball will alternate between
signalling with both his left and right hands and will make changes to positions (crouched,
sitting, lying, etc.). The dribbling player repeats all the changes after the pre-trainer and tries
to interfere with the trainers dribbling. (Fig. 59–60)

○

The pair of players stand facing each other at a distance of 4–8 metres. The player with the
ball dribbles in the direction of the other player, walks around him and while dribbling with
his farther hand returns to the initial position. After stopping and turning 180 degrees he
passes the ball to his team-mate, who then does the same.

○

The player without the ball juts out towards the team-mate, catches the pass from him and
does dribbling with the same activities as in the previous exercise.

○

The pair of players stand facing each other at a distance of 10–20 metres. The player with
the ball dribbles toward his team-mate. The player without ball hand signals to the
dribbling player the agreed instructions: hold hand in fist, stop and dribble in place, stretch
out the fingers of the hand, quickly move away while dribbling the ball.

○

The pair of players (A, B) are standing behind each other, at a distance of 1 m. Both players
have a ball that they are dribbling. Front player A in a selected way while dribbling moves
forward, back and to the side, changes the dribbling height, the hand used to dribble the
speed of his movement and may also make changes to position (crouching, kneeling,
sitting and lying down). Rear player B „copies“ player A‘s activities with an effort not to
interrupt dribbling and to maintain the same initial distance (1 m). After a certain period
of time, the players switch roles.

○

The pair of players (A, B) stand facing each other at a distance 1 m apart. Player A while
continuously dribbling the ball carries out the assigned activities at various speeds, for
example running forward, backward, to the side, crouching, kneeling, sitting, lying down
and changes the hand he is dribbling with. Player B „mirrored copies“ player A‘s activities
with an effort not to interrupt dribbling and to maintain the same initial distance (1 m).
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○

Each of the players dribbles and tries in a permitted way (without a foul) to get the ball
from the other player or force the other player to stop dribbling.

○

The pair of players stand facing each other at a distance of 2–3 metres apart. Each of the
players dribbles with his right hand. After the specified number of bounces of the ball
against the ground (e.g., 7, 5, 3), both players run forward with the aim of continuing with
dribbling with the other player‘s ball. After working with the ball, turning around to face
each other and doing the given number of bounces of the ball on the ground, the players
run back to the original location. We can carry out the same exercise with the left hand.

○

61

62

63

64

The two players on the same level stand with their left shoulders facing each other at a
distance of 1–2 m apart. Both players dribble with the right hand. After the specified
number of bounces of the ball on the ground (for example 7, 5, 3 ) both players at the same
time move to the left and reposition themselves to each other‘s dribbled balls, where
dribbling continues with the left hand. After the specified number of bounces of the ball
on the ground with the left hand, both players reposition themselves to the right and the
exercise continues. (Fig. 61–64)

Exercises for throwing and catching with two balls

○

The pair of players stand facing each other at a distance of 1–3 metres. The players hold
the ball in the right hand. By moving the forearm and wrist they each passes his ball to the
other, who catches it with the left hand. The same is done with the left hand. (Fig. 65–67)

65

66
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○

The pair of players (A, B) stand facing each other at a distance of 1–3 metres. The players
hold the ball in the right hand. With a movement of the forearm and wrist they each pass
the ball to each other at the same time. Player A passes the ball takes a pass ball onehandedly in an arch, and player B passes the ball by bounding it on the ground. Both
players catch and throw the ball alternatingly using their left and right hands. After a
certain number of repetitions, the players switch roles. (Fig. 68-69)

68

○

The pair of players (A, B) stand facing each other at a distance of 1–3 metres. Player A
passes both balls to player B at the same time in one of the following ways:

○
○
○
○
○
○

○

69

in an arch (both balls close together),
in an arch (balls far apart),
in an arch, both balls crossing,
with a bounce from the ground (balls near each other, far from each other),
with a bounce on the ground, both balls crossing,
one ball in an arch, the other ball passed via the ground.

The pair of players (A, B) stand facing each other at a distance of 1–3 metres. Player A holds
one ball in each hand and passes both balls with an arch throw to the player B at once.
Player B catches one ball in each hand, and the exercise continues. (Fig. 70-71)

70

71

○

The pair carry out the same exercises with all specified variants like in the previous point,
and player A passes the second ball to player B with a short time delay.

○

The pair of players (A, B) stand facing each other at a distance of 2–4 metres. Each of the
players holds his ball in front of the body with both hands. Player A passes the ball to player
B by pushing with both hands from his chest, and player B at the time of the pass tosses
his ball upward, catches the ball from player A and in the same way (pushing with both
hands from the chest) returns the ball to player A. Player B catches his ball after doing the
play with the other player‘s ball (tossed into the air, without the ball falling on the ground.
The exercise continues by the players switching roles (player B passes his ball to player A.)
(Fig. 72–74)
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72

○

73

74

The pair is in the same position as in the previous exercise. Player A passes the ball by
bouncing it on the ground, and the catching player, player B, releases his ball onto the
ground and does one of the following exercises:

○ one-bound dribbling (right, left hand),
○ tosses the ball over his head in an arch from front to back and catches it with both
hands from the back,
○ tosses the ball from the right hand in an arch above the head to the left hand.

○

The pair of players (A, B) stand facing each other at a distance of 2–3 metres. Each of the
players holds his ball. Player A passes the ball to player B. With his ball, which he is holding
with both hands, he deflects the flying ball back to player A. Player A‘s objective is to catch
the deflected ball without it landing on the ground. After the specified number of
repetitions (3, 5, 7, 10…) the team-mates switch roles.

○

The pair of players stand facing each other at a distance of 2–3 metres. Both players
through their balls at the same time, so that the balls collide in the air. After their rebound,
each of the players tries to catch his ball before it lands on the ground.

○

The pair of players stand facing each other at a distance of 2–3 metres. Each of the players
holds his ball in front himself with both hands. At the same time each player throws his
ball up and runs forward in order to catch the other player‘s ball with one or both hands
before it falls on the ground. After the ball is worked with, the players then turn around to
face each other, and the exercise continues.

○

The two players at the same level stand with their left shoulders facing each other at a
distance of 1–2 m apart. Each of the players holds his ball in front himself with both hands.
At the same time both players toss the ball up, move left and catch each other‘s tossed
balls without them landing on the ground. The same is done in the other direction – right.

12.3. Relays and racing
Pass it and go
The players are divided into several groups. In front of each of them the ground is marked with a
triangle with a side of 8 metres. The player with the ball stands on peak A, which is nearest to the
group. The other peaks (B, C) have players without the ball. When the signal is given, the player
passes the ball to a team-mate to peak B and runs to his place. The player at peak B, after
processing the ball, passes it to team-mate on peak C and also runs to his place. The player on
peak C passes the ball to the first player from the group, who in the mean time has moved to peak
A, and positions himself at the end of the group. The race ends when the player who started at
peak A moves to it again and catches the ball, passed from peak C. The team that advances in that
manner the fastest wins.
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Relay in a square
The base on the ground is marked with a square with a side
of at least 10 metres. By each corner on the inner side there
is a group of 3–5 players. Besides them, there is always one
player from every team with a ball standing on the outside of
the square. They start on the command and dribble along the
sides of the square up to the point where in the meantime
another member of the team has prepared, to whom they
pass the ball, and then they join the group inside the square.
The team that relieves all of its players the most quickly wins.
The fastest team
The teams stand in groups, and in front
of each of them a set number of bases
is placed in the same way. The first
player of each group has a ball. When
the signal is given, the players start by
dribbling towards the first base, which
they touch with their hands. Without
interrupting the dribbling, they continue
to the second base, and then to the
third, etc. After touching the last base,
they dribble back to their group and
place the ball on the ground for the next
player. He picks up the ball and the
dribbles to first base, etc. The team that
advances through the fastest wins.
Passes with a procedure
The players form a circle, with the coach (teacher) in the middle with
the ball. He gradually passes it to different players standing at the
edge of the circle. The player for whom the pass intended must
before catching the ball carry out a selected role, such as a sit-up
with hands touching the ground, sitting, lying on his belly, lying on
his back, etc. If he is successful, he passes the ball back to the coach
in the centre of the circle and makes a bunny jump backwards (or
another specified jump). On the other hand, if the player does not
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catch the ball after execution of the task, he will not carry out the backward bunny jump. The
player who is the first to get to the marked base (concentrated circle) will become the winner.
Relay in a square
In each corner of the square court there is one team standing
(sitting, kneeling, lying, etc.) in a group, and each player has a
ball. When instructed, all four teams run from the set position
along angles from corner to corner, and the player‘s dribble and
avoid each other. The team that first assembles a group in the
opposite corner wins.
Relays with base hitting
We divide the group into smaller groups of four to six players. The first player of each group has
a ball. Two bases are placed at distances of 8 and 10 metres in front of the smaller groups (and
at even greater distances for for more advanced players). When instructed, the first players toss
and try to hit the first base. After the toss,
they collect the thrown ball and return to
the beginning. If with the first shot they hit
first base, they continue to second base,
and if they were not successful they throw
further to first base as long as necessary
until they hit it. Then they continue with
throws to second base. The player who hit
both bases passes the ball to another
player and they line up at the end of the
smaller group. The team whose players are
the first to manage the necessary number
of interventions wins.
Ball seizure
The two teams stand in rows about 15–30 m apart from each other. The players are numbered.
In the centre between the two rows, there are two balls approximately one metre apart – one
bigger one (football, basketball, medicine ball) and one smaller (foam, synthetic or small rubber
ball). The coach (teacher or other leader) calls a number. The players run to the base, return to
the basicline from where they ran and then run to the middle of thefield. There they try to get a
bigger ball and take it to their row. Anyone who can do so gets a point. Whoever did not get a
bigger ball can pick up a smaller ball, and if it hits an opposing player before the opposing player
returns to his row, the opposing player gets the point. The team that gets the most points wins.
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Number calling
We will create a random number of
teams with the same number of
players. Within the group each player
has an order number. In front of each
team, there is a corresponding
number of balls at a distance of 10–15
m. The coach (teacher, leader) will call
two numbers. The first number is of
the player, and the second number is
the base number. The called players
run around the specified bases and
return to the starting line. Then they
sprint for the ball and return to their
destinations while dribbling. The
fastest of them gets a point for their
team. If during the further course the
same number is called again, he will perform the task in the opposite order, meaning first
dribbling and then placing his ball in the designated area for balls. Then he will return to the
starting line. He will finish the entire task by running around the specified base. The team that
gets the specified number of points first wins.
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Multiplied throws for the race
We will divide the group into teams of
three to four players. Each has the
same number of balls available (at least
four, but preferably more). The team
members stand ready behind the in
„throw-off” line. At a distance of 20–30
m there is another parallel „helping“
line. When the signal is given, the first
player of each team will begin throwing
one ball after another behind the
helping line. After the last ball is
thrown, all members of the team will
run out, pick up the balls and return to
their initial positions. As soon as all of
the balls are behind the throw-off line,
the next player in the team can begin throw-offs. The team that is the first to assemble behind
the throw-off line the balls tossed by the last player wins. If the ball tossed away cannot or does
not get to behind the helping line, the throwing player must run for it and toss it again.
Shot to the goal
At a distance of 20 m from each other
there are two marked lines. Behind
each of them there are two players
from a single team. Between both lines
in the middle, there is a small goal
without a net (athletic hurdles can be
used, for example). They players
attempt to throw so that the ball goes
through the goal. The team that
reaches the required number of goals
first wins.

12.4. Training games
Headed handball
Two teams with the same number of players play according to the rules of handball, but with
some adjustments. All of the players can move within the entire field, including both goal areas,
in which however they may not touch the ball with their hands. The game is played without
goalkeepers. The goals may be impacted only from the zone of the goal area by hitting the ball
with the head. Any of the defence players may hit the ball, but only with their heads (or other
permitted parts of the body).
Chase with passing
They players are lined up in a defined space, the size of which is adapted to the number of players.
One player, designated as the chaser, may tag by touching with his hand only a player without the
ball. The other players pass the ball (or multiple balls) in such a way that the ball always gets to
the player being chased, if possible. The chased player is saved by catching the flying ball. If he is
tagged, because he does not have the ball or the ball has fallen from his hand, he becomes the
chaser.
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Chase with a ball
The two designated chasers have only one ball available and in the defined spaces chase the other
players. The chasers pass the ball to each other as needed, so that the ball held with one or both
hands touches one of the chased players. If this is achieved, the caught player becomes the next
chaser. In this way, the number of chasers gradually increases. The chaser with the ball in his
hand tries to carry out a maximum of one step (three steps). The players who are chased are not
allowed to catch the ball, deflect it, kick it, etc. In the next round the chaser is the player who is
the last to be caught.
Ball war
The playing field of the gym is divided in the middle (such as with jumping rope, cones or benches)
into two half sections of equal size. In each of them there is a team with the same number of
members and the same performance level, and each team is in possession of the same number
of balls (3–5). When signalled to do so, players from both teams toss all of their balls to the
opponents‘ side, so that there are as few balls as possible on their half. The team which following
the signal ending the game has the fewest balls in its half wins.
Two-square fight
On the field we mark at a distance of 20–30 m from each other two squares with 4-metre sides,
into which the competing teams position themselves (a handball field can also be used; the teams
position themselves into the goal areas). The first team‘s player approaches the second square
with the ball in order to hit one of the opponents. The closer he gets to the opponents square,
the greater the hope that he will hit someone, but his return will also be more difficult. At the
moment when he throws off the ball, the opponents can leave their square and run after him.
They try to touch him before he runs into his own square. The coach will count the points in the
following way: if the player touches anyone with the ball, he gets a point, but if he is hit with the
ball when returning he will lose the point. The teams regularly take turns sending a player with
the ball. The team with the greatest number of points wins.

Handball on three fields
The field is divided into thirds, and three players from one team move around in each of them.
The team that has the ball must move gradually from his own goal through the middle third to
the opponents goal area and try to shoot a goal there. In each third of the field, the ball must
always be touched by at least two players in the team. Following the set period, there will be a
rotating exchange of individual groups.
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Putting-down
Two teams with the same number of
players play in a larger rectangular
field. The game is started by the
team that gets the ball based on a
drawing. Their task is to place the ball
anywhere behind the end line of the
opposing team‘s half, which is
rewarded with 1 point, or on the
prepared mats, which is rewarded
with 2 points. The players can pass
the ball to each other, and a player
can make a maximum of three steps
with the ball in his hand (advanced
players may make only one step).
Dribbling is not permitted. An opponent may take possession of the ball if the flying ball is touched
or if it is taken. If the ball touches the ground, the opposing team always gets the ball. The team
that either within the set period of time gets a greater number of points or the one that receives
the pre-set number of points sooner than the rival team wins.
Passing in a square
We divide a group of eight players into four pairs.
The first pair (offence players with the ball) and the
second couple (defence players) are prepared inside
the marked square court with dimensions of 10 × 10
m. The remaining players (neutral) always occupy
one lateral line. The offence player‘s task in the
specified time period (e.g. 2 minutes) is to get as
many points as possible for each correct pass that is
not caught by a defence player. Dribbling is not
permitted, and the player with the ball may make a
maximum of 3 steps. There are five ways that the
player can pass the ball, either to a team-mate in the
square or to any of the neutral players behind the
sidelines. Since these players are neutral, they must
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always pass the ball back to the pair who passed it to them. The role of the neutral players is to
continuously monitor the game and move along the lateral lines on the right and left, so that they
are always prepared to take possession of the ball from the player, who has it under his control
at the given moment. The defence player‘s task is to prevent, in a manner allowed by the rules,
the movement of the offence pair trying to touch or catch the flying ball. Following the expiration
of the set time, the players will be switched from neutral to current offence and defence players.
The pair who have the most points after the set number of switches wins.
Shooting and running for points
The players are divided into a team
of shooters and runners. The team
of shooters is prepared behind the
marked line, and each player has a
ball. The runners‘ goalkeeper is
ready in the goal, and his coplayers are in the field. The first
shooter dribbles from the line in
the direction of the goal and tries
from a distance of at least 8 m
(marked by the line) to shoot a goal
and return to behind the line
sooner
than
the
opponent
excludes him by hitting him with
the ball. The runners‘ goalkeeper, regardless of the shooting results, will pass the ball as quickly
as possible to his team-mates in the field. They will try to hit the running shooter, but they must
not prevent him from moving, and with the ball they can only make three steps (only one step in
the case of more advanced players). The shooter can get a maximum of three points for his team
for his activities. One point is awarded for a shot goal, and two points can be earned for
successfully returning to team-mates. After all shooters are replaced, the roles of the teams
change. The team with the greatest number of points wins.
8

Hitting a ball
Players in two teams with the same
number
of
members
position
themselves behind the throw-off line.
In the middle of the field, there is a
large ball on the ground (for example,
a basketball) or a 5 kg medicine ball
(full ball). The bases mark the „victory“
space. Each player has the ball
prepared in his hand. The object of the
game, following its start, is to hit the
full ball so that in rolls over to the
opponents half behind the bases that
form the victory space. The players
use all available balls for throwing,
which they always toss behind the
marked throw-off line. If the full ball exceeds the victory limit, the team that managed it gets one
point. If the player, when throwing and hitting the full ball, crosses over the throw-off line, the
opposing team gets a point.
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Throw across the river
The playing zone is divided into
three parts. The edge fields are
squares with 10–12 metres on
each side, and between them
there is a „river“ measuring five
(or even more) metres wide. In
each square there are 3–5
players per team. The task of
the team whose player has the
ball is to pass it to team-mates
on the other side (across the river), so that it is not caught by defence players. And if they managed
to do so, the team gets one point. Dribbling is not permitted. The trainer (teacher/leader) before
starting the game decides how many passes the players on one side are allowed to carry out and
may also set the passing method. The team who in the specified period and in accordance with
the rules manages to toss the ball over the „river“ multiple times wins.
Rival fight in couples
A larger court (more than 30
m long) is divided in half. The
pair who won the drawing will
throw the ball from the
middle line as far as possible
into the opponents‘ section. If
an opposing player catches
the ball, he must through it
directly from the catching
point. If not, one member of
the pair will position himself
at the impact location, and the other will run for the ball, which he will pass to the standing teammate who throws the ball as far as possible into the opponent‘s section. The pair who throws the
ball to the area behind the opposing team‘s end line wins.
Hit the cones
A gym with two “Swedish benches” is divided into two halves.
On each bench there are 3–4 targets (such as cones). The two
teams with the same number of players each position
themselves against each other in their assigned halves. The
object of the game is to hit any of the cones, so that it falls
from the bench into the opposing team‘s half. The game can
be played with any balls available for this game. The team
who has the fewest cones after the last target in its half is hit
wins.
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Sailors‘ game
Two same size teams (4–6 players)
move within a defined area. Each of
them has his or her „sailor,“ who
stands in a specified area, an „island“.
It may be a mattress, a bench, the
upper part of a crate or a space
delineated by cones. The game is
played according to the rules of
handball. The team that gets the ball
thrown among the players by the
coach starts to pass it. The aim of the game is to pass the ball to a sailor who may not catch the
ball out of his „island“. Every successful pass to a sailor means one point and gives a play
advantage to the rival‘s team. The team that either within the set period of time gets a greater
number of points or the one that receives the preset number of points sooner than the rival team
wins.
Repeated passes with free player
A pair players – always an offence player withthe ball and a
defence player – play one on one in the designated area. The
playing field size depends on number of players, in which one
player also moves without a ball and without an opponent (a
free player). The offence player with the ball must not only
protect (cover) the ball from the defence player, but at the
same time will try to have other pairs in its field of view, in
particular to avoid collisions. If the defence player gets the ball
in a manner allowed by the rules, he will become an offence
player. The attention of all offence players with a ball is also
focused on free player, who move randomly around the
course with the aim of enabling the player with the ball to make a pass and re-pass, meaning to
take the ball and pass it back to the same player. The free player will try within a certain period of
time to carry out as many successful „knocks“ as possible are always evaluated with one point. An
inaccurate pass after the point does not count. After expiry of the prescribed period of time, the
free player will be replaced. The player who gets the most points wins.
Handball with throwing into a crate
Two same size teams play under
handball rules. On both halves of the
course in the rear third there is a circle
with a diameter of 6 metres, and in it
one part of a crate propped up on the
side is protected by the goalkeeper. The
goal is recognised, if the player
achieving the goal manages to shoot
the ball (from front or back) straight
through the crate part. No one may
enter the circle, except for the
goalkeeper. If an offence player enters it, it is followed by a free throw from the circle, and if a
defence player enters it, a penalty is imposed, a throw from the circumference of the circle.
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Notes regarding the set of exercises:
All of the exercises, relays, races and games are only intended as a helping means during training and
not the final objective. The main objective should always be enjoyment of the game and creation or
obtaining of one‘s own enjoyable experiences.
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